Report of Activities for the
2012/2013 Fiscal Year

President’s Report
Paul MacKay, 2013 President
Welcome Home
Twelve months ago the CSPG had a very enthusiastic incoming president who
was filled with ideas about what the CSPG could become. Twelve months later
the CSPG has a president who may be a bit more circumspect but has not lost any
enthusiasm or desire for the Society. Often we equate enthusiasm with naiveté
and know that with time the individual filled with enthusiasm may become a
cynical shell whose only desire is to play out the string and hand the reins over to
someone else. This is not the case this year and, in reality, it is rarely the case when
it comes to the presidency in this Society.
As president I have had the opportunity to be involved in several events that
the general membership would not be aware of and are not broadly advertised. A
few had deeper meaning to me and have left a lasting impression. One of my first
events was the under 35 member reception. This is a party, but it is a party where
the over-whelming question is “How do I get involved”? I left (earlier than most)
with a pocket full of names of future volunteers and an over-whelming feeling
that our organization is one with great promise.
A bit later I was at the long-term members’ event. At that event we read out
the citation for the Honorary Members. This was a task that caught me off-guard
and I was surprised at my reactions as I read through the citation. I was able to
see the impact of dedicated involvement. I was in a room and read out a long list
of accomplishments that three of our members made to the CSPG. Everyone
listened closely and there was genuine applause for the effort that these members
had made to their society. It was very simply – moving. What also hit me was
there was the same enthusiasm that I had seen in the under 35 group. I was in
a room that was loud with laughter and genuine joy at the other end of the age
spectrum but the similarities greatly out-weighed the differences. It was these
types of events that stick in my mind as I reflect on the past year.
This is not to say that there were no accomplishments. Your Board accomplished
great things in the past year. The Society entered into a new relationship with our
sister societies (CSEG and the CWLS) to form GeoConvention — a new joint
partnership that will help us advance our national convention to be the premier
geotechnical convention in North America. In reality we know we are close but
this partnership should help us consolidate and build more effectively on a yearto-year basis.
We began our Ambassador initiative with great success and an understanding
of the issues facing geologists who work in other areas of the country. We want to
foster these groups and make them more successful as they reach their maximum
potential. This program should bring relevance of the CSPG to the rest of the
country and help us make the ‘C’ in our name truly stand for ‘Canadian’. We have
also begun a process to grow our Education Trust Fund (ETF) into a meaningful
force that will advance geologic education across the country and foster a renewed
spirit of excitement in the Geosciences. We have retooled much of our Outreach
program, focusing on programs that will give maximum impact and hopefully
expanding our reach across the country. We are directing more energy to our
publications and courses, in this way we expand our technical relevance to the
broader geologic community. These and many more initiatives were made possible
by the hard dedicated work of your Board Members and the legion of volunteers
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supporting them and you. Their names are in this magazine and
if you know any of them no matter how remotely please do me
the favour of sending them a quick email of thanks or better yet
buy them a cup of coffee. They are wonderful people and worth
spending time with, even over coffee.
The incoming Board and president are filled with promise
and enthusiasm. I expect that given the quality of these new
individuals, they will have the same enthusiasm this time
next year. It is said that an organization is only as strong as
its leaders, and in the case of the CSPG I do not believe this.
This organization is strong because we have enthusiastic youth
and even more enthusiasm in our long-term members group.
We have volunteers who define dedication and a trained office
staff that are willing to take on the almost impossible task of
organizing a group of geologists. This organization is strong
because we enjoy our science and we share that passion with
each other to bring greater understanding. This organization is
strong because we build on an amazing tradition from our past
but we have even greater potential in our future. We are running
to our centennial in 2027. I look forward to seeing what the
CSPG will be like at that time.
Through the year I had several members ask me what they
could do for the Society. The number one task that each member
can engage with is to ask every geoscientist in their organization
if they are a member of the CSPG and to encourage them to
take the time to join. Membership is a privilege that is open
to all geoscientists. With it comes incredible opportunities to
learn through our many public lectures. With membership
comes access to our publication archives and a treasure chest
of ideas; but, with membership comes something much more
special and much more valuable. The CSPG is more than a
technical society; it is a community of passionate individuals that
find excitement and stimulation in the study of the earth and the
exploration of ideas. It is community in every sense of the word
and, with that, comes acceptance and understanding.
The greatest compliment I receive through the year was
a comment made to me by a long serving member who had
stepped back for a few years. We were at a CSPG event and he
came up to me, shook my hand, and said that he was having a
great time – he felt like the youth who had discovered the Society
in his past. He said he felt like he was home. This is who we are
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and this is the greatest benefit of being a member. So, whether
you have been a member for fifty years or you have just received
your first copy of the Reservoir, it is my great pleasure to say,
“Welcome Home”.

Finance Report

Samantha Etherington, Finance Director;
Gord Stabb, Finance Director Elect;
Samantha Etherington, Assistant Finance Director;
Lis Bjeld, Executive Director
Eric Tang, Controller
CSPG’s 2012/2013 fiscal year ended on August 31st, 2013. At
$125,000 net income was higher than the $31,000 budgeted. This
was a function of the strong 2013 GeoConvention, increased
Technical lunch advertising and Bulletin royalties, less spending
and more sponsorship on Outreach programs, office expense
offset by GeoConvention use, and higher interest than expected
on investments. Over budget expenses were relatively minor
and included audit and legal costs associated with complying
with the new Non-profit Organization act, higher executive
costs, and write downs on old book inventory.
Overall net profits have fallen for the CSPG over the last
several years. This is mainly due to lower GeoConvention and
Technical program revenues, falling membership numbers and
increased expenses due to higher profile office space, increased
staffing, and general cost increases. 2013 Operation expenses
were also impacted by a onetime gift of 100,000 to ETF. Industry
advertising and sponsorship is a large part of revenue for all
programs and costs are kept down by hardworking volunteers.
The CSPG is a not for profit whose revenue streams are meant
to support the society’s mission to advance the professions of
the Energy Geosciences. Net income for 2014 is projected to
be $36,000, but is off to a strong start following the success of
the 2013 Gussow Geoscience Conference: Importance of Rock
Properties in Unconventional Reservoirs.
GeoConvention continues to be the largest source of
income for the CSPG. The 2013 Geoconvention: Integration
was successfully operated for the second year by the CSEG on
behalf of the CSPG and CWLS. Net profit of $435,126 was
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better than budgeted with an increase in delegate registration.
Overall metrics were very similar to last year, although fewer
exhibitors meant that profits were down from $457,488
in 2012. Traditionally the CSPG and CSEG have had the
option of running the GeoConvention for two years before
switching operatorship. A Limited Partnership (45% CSPG,
45% CSEG, 10%CWLS) was formed this year that will operate
GeoConvention commencing in 2015. The CSPG will run
GeoConvention in 2014. This stability should allow for better
resource continuity and a maximized GeoConvention.
Declining CSPG membership numbers are a concern. Most
recent survey results show 2/3 of the membership to be over 45
and almost 80% male. The year 2013 has seen initiatives to focus
on the Bulletin and its circulation, reorganization of Continuing
Education, and improvement on the success of the Gussow
Geoscience Conference and the annual GeoConvention.
Overall, the CSPG is in good financial shape. Operating
budget for 2013 was just over $2,000,000 and 2014 should be
similar. Total assets have risen to over $3,000,000. Previous
budget surpluses have provided the organization with a ‘rainy
day’ fund of approximately $1,000,000. On a cautionary note, the
CSPG fortunes are tied tightly to a successful GeoConvention
and strong technical program (including Gussow) and three
consecutive bad years would quickly erode this money.
The CSPG relies heavily on industry sponsors and
advertising and is grateful for their support. This funding
2012/2013 Fiscal Year

underlies all CSPG activities including paid floor space at
GeoConvention, venues for technical programs, advertising
in the Communication portfolio, and direct funding for
Outreach and Networking Events. As a final plug for CSPG
membership, this means that not only are networking events a
great way to socialize with your fellow geoscientists, but are a
great deal too (prizes!)

Program Report

Dave Russum, Programs Director;
Alexis Anastas, Assistant Programs Director
Gussow Geoscience Conference
David Campagna, Nexen Inc, — Gussow General Co-Chair
Chris Clarkson, University of Calgary — Gussow General Co-Chair
Aileen Lozie, CSPG
Hydraulic Fracture Stimulation: Science,
Society and Environment — Gussow 2012
The Gussow Geoscience Conference held November 6th – 8th,
2012 in Banff attracted 67 participants. The theme, Hydraulic
Fracture Stimulation: Science, Society and Environment, drew
a strong and diverse gathering to the Banff Centre and the
technical talks were well received by all in attendance.
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Hydraulic fracturing is both a topical and at times
controversial subject and this year’s Gussow was convened to
gather industry, academic and government specialists to present
and discuss materials to help facilitate and foster discussion on
hydraulic fracturing. There were 22 speakers, including a keynote
address from George King of Apache. Speakers travelled from
British Columbia, Alberta, USA and UK to help give a broader
perspective on hydraulic fracture stimulation.
This year’s format included four themed sessions:
The Science and Engineering of Hydraulic Fracturing;
Environmental Impacts; Earthquakes/Seismicity and Surface
and Subsurface Water Impacts; and Market Regulations. An
icebreaker reception was held on Tuesday night that allowed
the delegates and speakers the opportunity to network and
continue to talk about the sessions and APEGA hosted a dinner
on Wednesday night that allowed for further networking
opportunities.
The success of this year’s meeting was due in part to our
sponsors: Nexen Inc., APEGA and Schlumberger and we could
not have run a successful event without their support. We also
want to thank our speakers, session chairs and all those who
participated.
Technical Luncheons
Committee Chair: Ryan Mohr
Committee Members: Ryan Martin, Michael Webb,
Rory Dunphy, Riona Freeman, Chad Glemser, Norbert Alwast
and Marc Enter
The CSPG Technical Luncheon series had another busy 2013
season. The committee continually strives to bring in a variety
of speakers from a variety of locations and expose their cutting
edge ideas and research to our membership.
2013 was a fantastic year with the CSPG bringing in 17
different talks covering a wide variety of topics. Each technical
luncheon took us to a different part of the world and introduced
new and exciting ideas and research on a variety of geological
environments. We saw topics range from carbonates, clastics,

and unconventionals. Speakers traveled from all around
North America to share new insights on sequence stratigraphy,
mudrock sedimentology, carbonate reservoir development,
fluvial deposits in Columbia, and interesting perspective on
ethics in our industry and our role.
The committee would like to thank all of our 2013 speakers
for a successful season that relied entirely on their generosity
in sharing their ideas, research and valuable time with our
membership. Furthermore, most speakers gave the CSPG
consent to publish their presentations to the CSPG webcasting
page. The CSPG Technical Luncheon Committee would like
to pass on an enormous thank you to geoLOGIC for their
continued sponsorship of the webcasting program.
The AAPG Distinguished Lecture Series is an important
component of the Technical Luncheons. Not only does the
series consistently provide high quality speakers with a wide
choice of topics, the AAPG also manages the logistics in getting
the speakers to Calgary. This makes bringing in out-of-country
speakers very economical.
The committee is currently planning and filling spots in the
2014 Technical Luncheon season. We want to remind everyone
that our job it to provide the society with relevant, interesting,
and useful technical talks and thus we encourage everyone to
contact us if there is a specific speaker or topic you want to
hear. The technical lunches are a significant venue for most
speakers and with enough advance notice we should be able to
accommodate your request!
The CSPG technical luncheons have been described
by many as the “flagship” of the CSPG. They are a frequent
opportunity for geologists to gain exposure to a variety of topics
and ideas. Equally important, they are an opportunity to network
with colleagues and build camaraderie within the society.
We thank all of the membership for your continued support
and hope to see our attendance growing at every talk as we move
into 2014.
Thank you for your continued support. Let’s do lunch!
Sincerely,
CSPG Technical Luncheon Committee

Date

Presenter

Title

09/11/12

J. Edward Mathison
Alethia Geologica

The Dodsland Viking tight oil play: stacked wave-reworked, shallow-shelf deltas

09/19/12

Gemma Hildred
Chemostrat

Using high resolution chemostratigraphy to determine wellbore pathways in multilateral
drilling campaigns: an example from the Horn River Formation, British Columbia, Canada

10/09/12

Dr. Chris Herd
Smithsonian Institution’s National
Museum of Natural History

The Tagish Lake meteorite: clues to ‘maturation’ of organic matter in the early solar
system

10/23/12

Gifford Miller
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO

An Arctic perspective on 20th century warming

11/13/12

Marek Kacewicz
Chevron Energy Technology

Carbonates – A challenge for basin modelers

11/22/12

Shahin E. Dashtgard
Department of Earth Sciences
Simon Fraser University

What petroleum geologists can learn in Vancouver: Lessons from the Fraser River, B.C.
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Date

Presenter

Title

12/11/12

Dr. Simon Donato
Adventure Science

Beyond Roads – The Musandam Expedition

01/10/13

W.C. ‘Rusty’ Riese
AAPG Distinguished Lecturer

Oil Spills, ethics, and society: How they intersect and
where the responsibilities reside

02/05/13

Hans Machel
University of Alberta

Pleistocene - Holocene karstification of Barbados and its
implications for the Devonian Grosmont Reservoir

02/20/13

Richard K. Stoneburner
BHP Billiton Petroleum.

The exploration, appraisal and development of unconventional reservoirs: A new
approach to petroleum geology

03/05/13

Chris Paola
University of Minnesota

Mass balance effects in depositional systems

03/18/13

Harvey Thorleifson
Director, Minnesota Geological Survey;
State Geologist of Minnesota; Professor,
University of Minnesota

Integrated, web-accessible, public-sector, geoscience mapping systems

04/09/13

Raymond A. Price
Professor Emeritus, Department of
Geological Sciences and Geological
Engineering, Queen’s University

The Cordilleran foreland thrust-and-fold belt in southern Canada: Plate tectonics,
gravitational spreading, tectonic heredity, and mantle flow

04/17/13

Jeffrey A. May
AAPG Distinguished Lecturer

Mudrock Reservoirs – Why depositional fabric and sequence stratigraphic framework
matter

05/23/13

Mary Luz Borrero
Husky Energy

Hondo Evaporites within the Grosmont Heavy Oil Carbonate Platform, Alberta, Canada

06/04/13

Calvin Campbell
Geological Survey of Canada

The Cenozoic Geological History of the Outer Continental Margin off Nova Scotia,
Canada: Insights into Margin Evolution from a Mature Passive Margin

Continuing – Education
Chair: Thomas Jerome
Committee: Johanna Alvarez, Heather Archibald, Andrew
Couch, Andrew Riben and Yi Zhao
The Continuing Education Committee is a very active group
composed of 4-6 persons, led by Thomas Jerome. 2012-2013
was busy with a Fall Education Week, GeoConvention Courses
and Summer Field-Directed Workshops. The Fall Education
Week was held in October 2012 and, along with Gussow,
comprised CSPG’s main technical training program for this
time of the year. This week provided a range of instructional
workshops in Geoscience taught by a number of well-known
instructors in their field. Topics included Fluvial Stratigraphy,
Mannville Stratigraphy, Rock Creek Stratigraphy, Log Analysis
and Triassic Strata.
The Joint Annual GeoConvention represented the
next main event for technical training. A total of 32 courses
were prepared and listed on the CSPG website in early
December. These gave the membership ample choice as to
where to direct their technical training efforts. CSPG was
very proud to present 11 courses shortly before and after the
2013 Geoconvention . Topics included Manville Stratigraphy,
Horizontal wells, SAGD, Oil Sands Regulatory Principles
and others. The courses were well attended and enhanced the
technical understanding of our membership.
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During Spring-Summer months, CSPG offered eight field
courses on topics ranging from sedimentology to SAGD to Tight
Oil (Bakken). This summer we had two field Seminar’s run:
“Geology for Non-Geologists” led by Jon Noad, and a trip to Fort
McMurray to study the McMurrary Formation with Rudy Strobl,
Milovan Fustic and Daryl Wightman.
Technical Divisions
Heavy Oil/Oil Sands Division
Chair: Greg Hu
Bass Analysis and Sequence Stratigraphy Division
Chair: Mark Caplan and Steve Donaldson
We have formed a committee of four keen volunteers, and
would like to extend many thanks to the other two committee
members, Rob North and Diana Ramirez, for their continued
encouragement and invaluable support.
Thanks are also expressed to ConocoPhillips for permitting
us to host our noon-hour talks at their Gulf Auditorium.
Refreshments were provided by Loring Tarcore Labs, and all
Division talks were sponsored by Cenovus Energy. We thank
them for their support.
Over the period of September 1, 2012 to August 31, 2013,
BASS hosted four excellent technical presentations. We wish to
thank the authors for donating their valuable time and providing
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the geological community with access to new and innovative
research and methods.
These talks were:
Date
10/09/12

Presenter
Robin Buckley
Husky Energy

12/6/12

David Eberth
Royal Tyrrell Museum of
Paleontology

1/17/13

Ashton Embry
Geological Survey of Canada

4/2/13

Omid-Haeri-Ardakani
University of Windsor

Title
The Peace River
Formation: Controls on
Sedimentation
A Revised Stratigraphy
and Tectonic History
of Horseshoe Canyon
Formation (Upper
Creataceous), Southern
Alberta Plains
Origin of the Amerasia
Basin (Arctic Ocean) –
How and When
Geochemistry
and Origin of
Diagenetic Fluids and
Paleohydrology of
Paleozoic Carbonates in
Southwestern Ontario,
Canada

We strive to provide members of the CSPG with the high-quality
talks that they expect. In order to continue this service we are
always looking for volunteer speakers. If interested, please call
either Steve at 403-766-5534 or Mark at 403-817-2603. Your
support is greatly appreciated.
Environment Division
Committee Chair: Andrew Fox
The Environment Division held two lunchtime talks in between
September 2012 and August 2013. Thanks to MEG Energy Corp.
for providing the venue for our talks. Sincere thanks to our speakers
for volunteering their time and effort. In lieu of gifts to the speakers,
donations of $25 were made to Hydrogeologists without Borders
and the Nature Conservancy of Canada. Thanks to all those who
Date

Presenter

Title

01/25/13

David N. Bethune
Department of Geoscience
University of Calgary

Hydrogeologists
without borders:
connecting geologists
with international
development

04/11/13

George Eynon
Board Member, Energy
Resources
Conservation Board (ERCB)

Ensuring frac’ing is safe:
developing a directive
for hydraulic fracturing
and an unconventional
resources regulatory
framework

continue to support the Division by attending our presentations.
For information or to present a talk to the Environment Division
please contact Andrew Fox at andrew.fox@megenergy.com.
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International Division
Committee Chair: Robert Potter
Committee Members: Jon Noad, Jürgen Kraus and Kevin
Morrison
The objectives of the CSPG International Division are to provide
the International Community of Calgary with a venue for technical
presentations, member networking and social interaction! The
2012/2013 International Division year was filled with a full program
of exciting talks and lots of social interaction for the International
community. The “Main Event” ranged from Antarctic to East
Africa while “Rock Shots” touched on such interesting topics as
a meteorite impact crater in Australia to Rig 20, a Iraq well blow
out. The variety, quality, consistency and popularity of the
monthly talks are directly the result of the commitment and
participation of the International community and its sponsors.
Our lunch hour format of a short “Rock Shots” warm-up
followed by a “Main Event” talk has played a significant part in
our steadily increasing attendance that ranges from 100 to 125.
Our attendee demographic range has also widened, spanning
university students to “50 year” International GandGandE
Veterans and we are searching for other ways to grow and
revitalize the Canadian International Community in Calgary.
We would like to start by thanking all our speakers for
their excellent talks in 2012/2013 because without them, there
would be no International Division. A total of 19 people made
presentations that contributed to the success of the Division.
Many talks were prepared through the initiative of the speaker
and took personal time and effort. For other talks, we need to
thank the International companies that gave their permission and
supported their people in the preparation and presentations.
At the end of this year, Trent Rehill, Co Chairman, was
transferred to Tunisia and left the CSPG International Division.
We want to thank Trent for his many years of work and ideas.
Next are the generous sponsors! The Division has a total
to eight sponsors who, through their support and generosity,
make the facilities and activities possible. For the noon talks, we
have Nexen Inc. and staff who provided the meeting facilities,
Geochemtech Inc. and IHS for providing refreshments, and
Quad Operations and Drilling Information who provided
gifts of appreciation for the speakers. Due to support from our
speakers and sponsors, over the last twelve months we have
hosted 10 technical noon talks with an average attendance of
over one hundred.
The extremely popular social events (the annual “Xmas
Socializer” and the “Season Ender”) were again successfully held
and well attended at Buzzards. We would like to extend our special
thanks to Sensor Geophysical, Schlumberger and Buzzards for
their continued support of the International Division. These
social events are an important part of the networking function to
the International Division.
The International Division now maintains both an email
mailing list for noon talk reminders and a LinkedIn.com to post
upcoming talks, discussions and networking forums.
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Geomodeling
Committee Chair: Weishan Ren and David Garner
Committee Members: Olena Babak, Anthony Wain,
Damien Thenin, Khaled Benzaoui, Kevin Keogh,
Amir Hosseini, Stefan Zanon, Sasan Ghanbari,
Mehran Hassanpour, Eric Niven and Tom Cox
In addition to the geomodeling division talks, we helped to hold
a successful Geomodeling Session, and the “best of Gussow”
session in GeoConvention, 2013. We also helped to complete
the CSPG Memoir 20: Closing The Gap: Advances in Applied
Geomodeling for Hydrocarbon Reservoirs. D. Garner, D.
Thenin, C.V. Deutsch (eds.). Canadian Society of Petroleum
Geologists, Memoir 20.
Geomodeling Presentations
Date

Presenter

Title

09/26/12

David Garner
Statoil Canada Ltd

Geomodeling and the
multi-disciplinary team

11/28/12

Olena Babak
Total EandP Canada Ltd.

On improving by-facies
geomodeling

05/29/13

Damien Thenin
RPS, Calgary, AB, Canada

Quantitative seismic
interpretation - An
earth modeling
perspective

Paleontology
Committee Chair: Harold Whittaker and Phillip Benham
Paleontology Division Talks are jointly sponsored by the
CSPG Paleontology Division, Alberta Palaeontological Society
and the Mount Royal University Earth Sciences Department.
The Paleontology Division held eight talks in the fiscal year,
September 1, 2012 to August 31, 2013. Attendance varied from
20 to 40 people. Also held in conjunction with the Alberta
Paleontological Society (www.albertapaleo.org) and Mount
Royal University was a weekend long symposium in March
2013 where an additional eight lectures and one workshop were
given and numerous posters were on display.
This free event attracted approximately 250 people including
members of the general public and provided opportunity to
interact with those researching in the field of paleontology. We
want to thank MRU for their free provision of facilities and
all the volunteers including Howard Allen, Lisa Bohach, Jon
Cox, Mike Clark, Wayne Braunberger, Cory Gross, Georgia
Hoffman, Arnold Ingelson, Mona Marsovsky, Vaclav Marsovsky,
Dan Quinsey, Doug Shaw, Reg Spratley, Peter Truch and Harold
Whittaker. who assisted at the sales table and helped organize
equipment, posters, displays, presentations, workshops, abstract
submissions and advertising.
To join the Paleontology Division, volunteer, give a lecture
or just stay informed of future meetings, events or talks, please
contact committee chair, Philip Benham at (403) 691-3343 or
email Philip.Benham@shell.com.

Paleontology Presentations
Date

Presenter

Title

09/21/12

Alan Ingelson
Associate Professor
University of Calgary

Palaeontological resources law

10/19/2012

Garnet Fraser
Medical Doctor

Tracks and culture: Lost and Found: Canadian Rockies and Inca Ruins

11/16/12

W. Scott Persons, IV
University of Alberta

Dragon Tails: An asiatic dinosaur expedition and a study of the convergent evolution of
winged archosaurs

12/14/12

Dan Quinsey
Past-President
Alberta Palaeontological Society

Enrichment workshop: How to make a scientific poster using power point

01/18/13

Ben Borkovic
M.Sc. Candidate
University of Calgary

Sexual dimorphism in the fossil record

02/15/13

Tetsuto Miyashita
Ph.D. Candidate
University of Alberta

History of collecting tyrannosaurs in Alberta and an emerging view of their growth and
evolution

04/19/13

Sarda Sahney
University of Bristol
Ph. D. Candidate

Separating science from spin: How a laboratory discovery becomes a media sensation

05/24/13

Alycia Wilson
Mount Royal University

Cretaceous guitarfish Myledaphus bipartite: Age and Growth

03/16/13

Symposium 2013 Lectures
Joshua Ludtke
Ph. D. Candidate
University of Calgary

2012/2013 Fiscal Year

Paleocene-Eocene thermal maximum
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Darren Tanke
Royal Tyrrell Museum

Insects and health and safety considerations for
field paleontologists in Alberta.

Charles M. Henderson
Professor and Head of
Department of Geoscience,
University of Calgary

Permian fossils around the world.

Jason Pardo
Masters Student,
University of Calgary

Climate change and vertebrate evolution in the early Permian.

Jennifer Scott
Assistant Professor, Department
of Earth Sciences,
Mount Royal University

Trace fossils of the Eocene Green River Formation: Implications for paleoenvironments.

Lisa Bohach
Stantec Consulting Ltd

Late Quaternary mollusc faunas of Alberta and Saskatchewan.

David A. Eberth
Senior Research Scientist,
Royal Tyrrell Museum

Dinosaur biostratigraphy of the Horseshoe Canyon Formation (Upper Cretaceous): Evidence
for climatic and evolutionary influences

Brian Chatterton
University of Alberta.

Canadian trilobites

Symposium 2013 Workshop

03/17/13

Wayne Braunberger
Alberta Palaeontological Society

Ammonite Seminar

07/20,21/ 13

Field Trip

Alexo locality near Rocky Mountain House

08/18,19/ 13

Field Trip

Cardium Formation along the Bow, Kananaskis, Sheep, and Highwood rivers

Structural Division
Chair: Darcie Greggs
Committee Members: Jean-Yves Chatellier, Patrick Fothergill, Tim Hartel and Diana Ramirez
Thanks are expressed to Husky Energy Ltd. for providing the venue for our noon-hour talks, and to HEF Petrophysical for the
refreshments. Over the last twelve months we have hosted several presentations with an average attendance of about forty to fifty
people. We also thank the presenters for their time and excellent contributions to our group.
Date

Presenter

Title

12/06/12

Dinu Pana
Alberta Geological Survey/
ERCB

40Ar / 39Ar dating of clay-rich fault gouge from major thrusts in the Alberta portion of the Canadian
Rocky Mountain Fold-and-Thrust Belt

01/10/13

Dave Robertson
Gushor Inc.

A molecule’s eye view of reservoir continuity faults: Barriers and baffles assessed geochemically

02/07/13

Robert Godfrey
Schlumberger, Calgary

Seismic detection of subtle faults and fractures

03/07/13

Kevin Root
Griffiths Energy
International

Rift fault geometries: examples from the Windermere Rift, western Canada and the Gulf of Suez,
Egypt

05/02/13

Dr. Henry Lyatsky
Natural fracture patterns in the Alberta Basin: Don’t forget the basement!
Lyatsky Geoscience Research
and Consulting Ltd.
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Services Report

Mike Seifert, Services Director;
Weishan Ren, Assistant Services Director
Membership
At the end of fiscal year 2012-2013, CSPG had the following number of members in six different categories:
Membership Type
Full
Associate
Emeritus
Honorary
Student

Number of Memberships
2265
393
102
48
374

Awards
The 2013 CSPG Awards Ceremony took place Monday, May 6th, 2013 at the Hyatt during geoConvention: Integration 2013. The
event was hosted by President Paul Mackay and presentations of all the 2012 awards (including Service and Volunteer awards) were
made. Following tradition, the Honorary Membership Awards were presented at the Annual Long Time Members Reception the
following evening.
Technical Awards
Award

Committee Chair

Committee Members

Award Recipient

Stanley Slipper Gold Medal for
Outstanding Career Contributions
to Oil and Gas Exploration in
Canada

Clinton Tippett

Peter Harrington, John Hogg

Roger W. Smith

R.J.W. Douglas Medal for
Outstanding Contributions to the
Understanding of Sedimentary
Geology in Canada

Margot McMechan

Peter Aukes, Dave Drover,
Brian Pratt, Bob Thompson

Guy Plint

Honourary Membership for
Distinguished Service to the
Society

Don Keith

Ashton Embry

Andrew Miall and William R. May

Link Award for Best Presentation –
Technical Luncheon Series

Lloyd Freeman

Andreas Bayer, Gary Bugden,
Riona Freeman, Michele
Innes, Ryan Martin, Steve
Minions, Claude Ribordy,
Chris Seibel

John Suter for his November 8, 2011 Technical
Luncheon presentation “Geological Characterization
of the Caprock Interval at Surmont”

Medal of Merit for Best Paper
Related to Canadian Petroleum
Geology

Ian Kirkland

Kyle Durocher, Peter
Kouremenos, Clint Tippett

Milovan Fustic, Barry Bennett, Jennifer Adams,
Haiping Huang, Bill MacFarlane, Dale Leckie
and Steve Larter for their paper entitled, “Bitumen
and heavy oil geochemistry: a tool for distinguishing
barriers from baffles in oil sands reservoirs.” Bulletin
of Canadian Petroleum Geology, December 2011,
p. 295-316

Volunteer Awards
Award

Award Recipient

President’s Award for Outstanding Service by a CSPG Member

Kirk Osadetz

H.M. Hunter Award for Distinguished Service to the Society

Lisa Griffith

Tracks Awards for Members Who Have Set New Standards of Nathan Bruder, John Cody, Tom Sneddon, Mike LaBerge, Phillip
Excellence
Benham, Darcie Greggs and Ben McKenzie
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Service Awards for Members who have served the Society for Over Five Years
Mark Caplan
Steve Donaldson
Larry Lane
Dale Issler
Glen Stockmal
David Morrow
Brian Pratt
Guy Plint
Nancy Chow
John Waldron
Steve Grasby
John Peirce
Lavern Stasiuk
Jeff Packard
Richard Evoy
Denis Lavoie
Keith Dewing
Fran Hein
Nick Wilson
Steve Hubbard
Markus Ebner
Foon Der
Frank Pogubila
Mike Swain
Richard Chisholm
George Ardies
Bob Earle
James Ablett

Gerald Wendland
Carrie Kukko
Doug Hayden
Ben McKenzie
Glenn Karlen
Clint Tippett
John Hogg
Dan Krentz
Peter Harrington
Greg Lynch
David Garner
Weishan Ren
Tony Wain
Andre Chow
Tim de Freitas
Tony Hamblin
Terry Sami
Sid Leggett
Chuck Buckley
Mike Rogers
Tim Bird
Graeme Bloy
Linden Achen
Don Keith
Ashton Embry
Bob Potter
Trent Rehill
Lloyd Freeman

Michele Innes
Chris Seibel
Steve Minions
Claude Ribordy
Andreas Bayer
Regan Palsgrove
Ian Kirkland
Peter Kouremenos
Penny Christensen
Brenda Pearson
David Middleton
Norm Hopkins
Peter Hay
Barrie Dargie
Colin Yeo
Margot McMechan
Dave Drover
Peter Aukes
Tina Donkers
Greg Hayden
Allan Carswell
Debbie Cook
Indy Raychaudhuri
Ian DeWolfe
Andrew Cook
Heather Slavinski
Keith Yaxley
Jay Williams

Kristy Howe
Shaun Lafleur
Naomi Storey
Randy Smith
Jocelyn Frankow
Jean-Yves Chatellier
Patrick Fothergill
Norbert Alwast
Riona Freeman
Ryan Mohr
Michael Webb
Ayaz Gulamhussein
Mark Radomski
Jean-Francois Gagnon
Denise Hodder
Justine Sagan
Aaron Grimeau
Dave Mans
Laurie Weston Bellman
Alexis Anastas
Tim Truax
Dale Leckie
Penny Colton
Per KentPedersen
Darren Singleton
David Clyde
Martin Teitz

Volunteer Awards for Members who have Served the Society for up to Five Years
Weishan Ren
Diana Ramirez
Burns Cheadle
Eva Drivet
Alex MacNeil
Kelly Batten Hender
Kristin Rohr
Barry Bennett
Guoxiang Chi
Jen Russel-Houston
Stan Stancliffe
Elizabeth Turner
Rob North
Les McMillan
Ryan Axani
Scott Thain
Daniel Gee
Johanna Alvarez
Clarke Campbell
Andrew Couch
Yi Zhao
Thomas Jerome
Andrew Riben
Ali Beken
Heather Archibald
Edlyn Bruni
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Adam Leather
Amanda Mitander
Ryan Cook
Christopher Collom
Tracy Hay
Rick McCulloch
Aliyyah Mohamed
Steve Dryer
Brett Norris
Kyla Poelzer
Olena Babak
Khaled Benzaoui
Sasan Ghanbari
Amir Hosseini
Kevin Keogh
Damien Thenin
Stefan Zanon
Mary Borrero
Andrew Willis
Tony Habib
Cindy Robinson
Jane Wang
Mike Rogers
Marissa Whittaker
Doug Colvin
Biyi Ishola

Lawrence Kwak
Andrew Nicol
Gary Bugden
Ryan Martin
Kyle Durocher
Jeff Boissonneault
Leena Davis
Tracey Jungwirth
Anne Hargreaves
Armin Schafer
Catherine Skilliter
Geoff Speers
Taylor Olson
Stasia Skappak
Elizabeth Willson
Geoff Minielly
Matthew Leforte
Meghan Speers
Melanie Regehr
Noel Devere-Bennett
Nate Kreiger
Tiffiny Yaxley
Larraine Kish
Dan Wright
Megan Simons
Darin McCollum

Greg Hu
Tim Hartel
Marc Enter
Rory Dunphy
Cole Webster
Garrett Quinn
Francis Fortin-Morin
Melanie Klucker
Jonathan Cribb
Amanda Perrot
Kyla Bishop
Darin McBeath
Jonathan Marshall
Jacey Seebach
Jane Marzetti
Colleen Flynn
Sandra Rosenthal
Chad Glemser
Tannis McCartney
Mark Rabin
Ian Bell
David Campagna
Alex MacNeil
David Hills
Derek Mawbey
Dragana Todorovic-Marinic
Report of Activities

Volunteer Awards for Members who have Served the Society for up to Five Years (continued)
Gerry Reinson
Glenn Schmidt
John Townsley
Ken Potma
Kent Barrett
Martin Fowler

Octavian Catuneanu
Roger Macqueen
Rudy Strobl
Wanda Grisak
Jeff Fisher
Bill Gatenby

History and Archives
Committee Chair: Clint Tippett
The History and Archives Committee has remained relatively
inactive over the last year. Initial steps were again taken in
an effort to establish policies for the routine management
of the Society’s records in conjunction with the Glenbow
Museum Archives where the older versions of these records
are maintained. A strong informal relationship exists with the
Petroleum History Society whose events are attended by many
CSPG members. A major topic of interest is the upcoming
100th Anniversary of the discovery of the Turner Valley Field in
1914. Plans are afoot to incorporate this as one of the themes for
the 2014 GeoConvention and to work with other proponents on
the celebration of this historic event.

Brad Torry
Bryce Jablonski
Chris Leppard
Don Hladiuk
Eugene Dembicki
Grant Wach

Nick Austin
Willem Langenberg
Alishah Nayani
Fran Haidl
Michelle Surette
Rick Wierzbicki

Diamond: geoLOGIC Systems Ltd., Little Rock Document
Services, Schlumberger of Canada
Emerald: Chinook Consulting Services Ltd., Divestco,
GeoStrata Resources Inc., Halliburton Group Canada, HIS, M J
Systems, ProGeo Consultants, RBC, Zipcash
Platinum: AGAT Laboratories, ATB Corporate Financial
Services, Baker Hughes, Belloy Petroleum Consulting, Energy
Navigator Inc., GLJ Petroleum Consultants, Pason Systems
Corp., Weatherford Canada Partnership, West Canadian
Gold: Arcis Corporation, Canadian Discovery Ltd., ConocoPhillips Canada, Continental Laboratories Ltd., Datalog
Technology Inc., Greystone Resources Ltd., Ireland’s Field
Scouting Ltd., LMK Resources Inc., National Oilwell Varco,
NuTech Energy Alliance, Rigsat Communications, Sproule

Classic Golf
Committee Chair: Mike LaBerge
Committee Members: Bob Earle, Daniel Gee, David Grinde,
Foon Der, Frank Pogubila, George Ardies, George Bowley,
Gerald Wendland, James Ablett, Les McMillan, Randy Smith,
Richard Chisholm, Ryan Axani and Scott Thain.
2013 CSPG Classic Golf Tournament Re-Cap:
tournament to remember
Thursday, June 20, 2013 was supposed to be opening day for the
53rd annual tournament at Elbow Springs Golf Course, along
the Elbow River west of Calgary. Sponsor signs and tents were
set on course, prizes purchased are ready for winners to behold.
However, Mother Nature had other plans for Thursday morning.
The rain came, and came and came! Committee members were
putting the final touches in place at the golf course when the
Elbow River began to breach its banks and threaten the area.
Elbow Springs management called for evacuation from the area.
The water rise and flooding was incredibly swift. Roger Hume,
Chairman of the CSPG Education Trust Fund, was one of the
last three persons evacuated from the area.
Meanwhile, the committee members were scrambling to
keep golfers and sponsors informed en masse regarding the status
during the early hours, and made the decision mid-morning –
CANCELLED. The 53rd annual tournament was cancelled; first
time in the history of the tournament. The adjoining pictures
tell the story of the widespread flooding that engulfed Elbow
Springs course to its amazing restoration by September.
Subsequent to the tournament cancellation, sponsors and
golf registrants were fully reimbursed fees and expenses. The
Classic Golf committee wants to thank all participants and
sponsors for your patience and understanding throughout this
flooding event.
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Associates Ltd, LXL Consulting Ltd, RPS Energy, Typhoon
Energy Ltd.
Silver: Gabel Energy Inc, Global Energy Services, Hydro-Fax
Resources Ltd., Martin Quinn, McLeay Geological Consultants,
P2 Energy Solutions, Seismic Brokerage Services Ltd, Roke
Technologies Ltd.

Bronze: Canadian Stratigraphic Services,
Venue Organizations: Elbow Springs Golf Club and The
Petroleum Club for their support and financial understanding
due to the tournament and banquet cancellations.
CSPG staff: for your administrative assistance in registration
and disbursements of refunds.
CSPG Classic Golf Committee: for your dedication,
organization, execution, and this year, the reverse process of
refunds and disbursements to sponsors and participants, Bob
Earle, Daniel Gee, David Grinde, Foon Der, Frank Pogubila,
George Ardies, George Bowley, Gerald Wendland, James Ablett,
Les McMillan, Randy Smith, Richard Chisholm, Ryan Axani
and Scott Thain. It has been a pleasure working with all of you.
As Arnold Schwarzenegger’s classic line says “(We’ll) be back”.
The 53rd Annual CSPG Classic Golf Tournament will return
on June 19 and 20, 2014 at Elbow Springs Golf Club.
Michael LaBerge,
Chair, CSPG Classic Golf Committee
Mixed Golf
Committee Chair: David Middleton and Brenda Pearson
Committee Members: Darin Brazel, Norm Hopkins, Penny
Christensen and Jeff Boissonneault
2013 – “Let the Sun Shine” for the CSPG Mixed Golf Tournament
The 24th Annual CSPG Mixed Golf tournament enjoyed
a reprieve from last years’ deluge, and the torrential rain and
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flooding that caused so much chaos and devastation to the city
in June. Lynx Ridge Golf course’s location on the hills above the
Bow River spared the course any damage so evident in many
previously superb courses, but given the resilient and dedicated
nature of the province’s golfers, we hope to see many of the
courses reopening soon.
The CSPG members, sponsors and guests teed off at 8:00
am in the sun, and the warm conditions continued through the
round. The Lynx Ridge course was in great shape and the best
ball tournament concluded in a little over 5 hours.
The team low net trophy and tournament winners was
the team captained by Curtis Chmilar, and consisted of Joerg
Wittenberg, Brad Jardine and Brittany Muys with a net score of
53. The low gross score trophy was taken by the team of Connie
Craig, Nolan Gustafson, Deno Adams and Madeline Erskine
with a score of 63, and the Spirit Award “fossil coprolite” trophy
went to the most honest team of Kirk Osadetz, Earl Hawkes, Jeff
Henderson and Lis Bjeld with a score of 78.
The 23rd annual tournament was sponsored by our Platinum
level sponsor, IHS, as well as numerous other sponsors. All
teams enjoyed a hot breakfast provided by Exova, used golf carts
sponsored by CL Consultants, and visited hospitality tents and
skill/challenge contests provided by IHS, Cougar Consultants/
Roke Technologies, BrokerLink, Sensor Geophysical, Energy
Navigator and AGAT Laboratories. Prize holes were additionally
sponsored by Belloy Petroleum Consulting, RPS Energy,
Sproule Associates, Core Laboratories, ProGeo Consultants,
MJ Systems, Birchcliff Energy, and BDO Canada LLP. The
on-course beverage cart was sponsored by geoLOGIC Systems,
who provided much appreciated drinks and food through the
course. At the tournament finish, golfers participated in the
Tucker Energy Services Putting contest, where the winner took
home a new LED flatscreen TV.
The delicious banquet steak dinner was sponsored by
GLJ Petroleum Consultants while golfers watched for their
team scores and photos on the scoring system sponsored by
Schlumberger. Dinner was followed with the awarding of
team trophies for Low Net, Low Gross and High Gross and the
announcement of draw prizes. A lucky Foon Der took home
a $500 travel visa card from the Mulligan draw, while Kristy
Casebeer was the beneficiary of the 50/50 draw. The NOV
Barbeque, courtesy of Nolan Gustafeson, was given to Jeremy
Thompson (after Nolan’s name was drawn – unfortunately he
had left already). Belloy Petroleum’s (Brian Fyke) weekend
survival kit of a cooler filled with beer was won by Justin Friesen.
Skill prizes were awarded to golfers, and with the prize donations
from Typhoon Energy, RBC Securities, McLeay Geological,
Exova, RPS Energy, RigSat/PetroCraft and Genesis Executive,
many of the golfers went home with a nice prize.
In the end, the members, guests, sponsor players and
representatives enjoyed a great day catching up with colleagues,
making new friends, bragging about the missed putts and
closest to the pin opportunities, and succeeded in raising over
$6000 to support the educational and outreach activities of the
CSPG.
I would like to thank the many sponsors, golfers, and the
greens-keeping, pro shop and catering team at Lynx Ridge Golf
course and especially the fine organizing committee of co-chair
Brenda Pearson (registration), Darin Brazel (sponsorship),
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Norm Hopkins (trophies), Jeff Boissonneault (signage) and our
CSPG office support from Kristy Casebeer.
We look forward to your attendance at next year’s tournament
on Friday, 22 August 2014 as we celebrate the 25th Annual
tournament – a quarter century of golf, fun and fellowship.
Please watch the CSPG Website for more pictures and results
and remember to register early for this special celebration in
April of 2014.
David Middleton and Brenda Pearson 2013 co-chairs, CSPG
Mixed Golf Committee
Squash Tournament
Committee Chair: Jay Williams
Committee Members: Chad Pennell, Dan Wright, Naomi Storey,
Darin McCollum, Mark Rabin, Shawn Lafleur, Jocelyn
Frankow, Megan Simons, Laraine Kish, Randy Smith and
David Caldwell
The 30th annual CSPG squash tournament was a great success
with 115 attendees. 65 members, 16 non-members, 34 sponsors
and students.
Thank you to Roke Technologies, our main tournament
sponsor. At the Platinum Level was Sensor Geophysical, Belloy
Petroleum Consulting Ltd. and Geotir. At the Gold level was
Compass Directional, Cougar Consultants, Tucker Energy
Services, SourceX Geophysical Corp., Earth Signal Processing,
Olympic Seismic, RigSat Communications, BV, TOTAL Gas
Detection Ltd. Pason Systems Inc., and Exova.
At the Silver level was AGAT Laboratories, Cabra Consulting
Ltd., Core Labs, Matrix Solutions Inc., McLeary Geological,
National Oilwell Varco, McDaniel and Associates Consultants,
Datalog, Statcom Ltd, GeoLogic, Mtrix Geoservices, ProGeo
Consultants and Cenovus Energy. At the Bronze level was
Apoterra Seismic Processing, Sigma Explorations, Arcis Seismic
Solutions, Global Energy, BJV Exploration Partnership, CNRL
and Continental Laboratories.
Huge thanks to our great committee for helping put this all
together.

Road Race
Committee Chair: Mike Cardell
Committee Members: Kathy Waters, Jocelyn Frankow, Tina
Donkers, Shirley Fleming, Dan Cicero, Greg Hayden, Tim
Burk and Armin Schaffer
24th Annual CSPG/CSEG/CAPL 10K and 5K
Road race and Fun Run
On a perfect fall afternoon, Sept 12th, 2012 the annual CSPG/
CSEG/CAPL road race and fun run took place along the Bow
River Pathway. The temperature was ideal for running, and a
very enthusiastic group of 166 runners bolted from the start line.
This year marked the 5th year for the 5K, and again we saw an
increase in participants to 67runners.
The new route (no detours) went by the Peace Bridge then
followed the Bow River Pathway west. Our race volunteers,
decked out in bright orange safety vests, aided the runners in
negotiating the route. Once again distances were marked uniquely
in geologic time to assist, or perhaps confuse, the participants.
Like every year it’s great to see a mix of competitive and first
time runners. Winning Time once again provided timing with
the race chip mounted conveniently on the runners’ race bib.
We returned to The Calgary Curling Club for the post race
awards party, where the mix of racers and volunteers enjoyed
plenty of cold beverages and a pasta dinner. The evening was
topped off with door prizes, awards and of course our now
infamous sock-toss. Through great sponsorship and strong
participation, we are once again able to contribute to our
designated charity the YMCA strong kids foundation!
I would like to thank all the volunteers and sponsors who
helped make this event a success! We have acknowledged our
sponsors on a separate page. Thank you also to all the runners. It
was a pleasure cheering you in at the finish line.
Finally a huge thank-you to our group on the committee
that made this all work: Kathy Waters, Jocelyn Frankow, Tina
Donkers, Shirley Fleming, Dan Cicero, Greg Hayden, Tim
Burk, Armin Schaffer, and Emma MacPherson at the CSPG
office. As well, thanks to Nick Wiggins and the staff at the Eau
Claire YMCA for their hospitality.

Road Race and Fun Run Results
Here’s a summary of the CSPG, CSEG and CAPL winners from 2012:
Overall Top Male 10 K Results
Place
1
2
3
4
5

Time
36:40.34
37:24.85
38:04.58
38:25.36
39:09.35

Race #
523
464
494
498
553

Div
M3039
M3039
M-U30
M3039
M4049

Name
John Russell
Mark Dahl
Justin Kangarloo
John Laughton
Niclas Christoffersson

Member
CSEG
CSPG
CAPL
CSPG
CSEG

Name
Rhonda Jewett
Kellie D’Hondt
Jane Marzetti
Shirley Fleming
Erin Linley

Member
CSEG
CAPL
CSPG
CSEG
CSPG

Overall Top Female 10 K Results
Place
1
2
3
4
5
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Time
41:53.83
42:30.82
43:35.34
44:33.35
46:01.09

Race#
493
468
506
477
546

Div
F3039
F3039
F-U30
F4049
F3039
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TOP MALE CSPG 10K RESULTS
Place
1
2
3
4
5

Time
37:24.85
38:25.36
41:15.82
41:27.84
41:59.09

Race #
464
498
465
512
529

Div
M3039
M3039
M6069
M5059
M4049

Name
Mark Dahl
John Laughton
Barrie Dargie
Michael Mokievsky-Zubok
Claus Sitzler

Member
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG

Name
Jane Marzetti
Erin Linley
Danielle Kondola
Justine Sagan
Heather Archibald

Member
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG

Name
Matthew Robichaud
Robert Tauer
Aaron Grimeau
Sandy Ochoa
Randy Smith

Member
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG

Name
Rachel Lea
Tamara Toon
Tina Donkers
Tara Mailandt
Fiona MacDonald

Member
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG
CSPG

TOP FEMALE CSPG 10K RESULTS
Place
1
2
3
4
5

Time
43:35.34
46:01.09
46:59.84
47:42.08
48:36.34

Race #
506
546
457
545
449

Div
F-U30
F3039
F-U30
F3039
F-U30

TOP MALE CSPG 5K RESULTS
Place
1
2
3
4
5

Time
23:55.08
30:45.59
30:58.11
31:55.34
33:58.58

Race #
239
248
218
235
243

Div
M-U30
M70+
M3039
M3039
M5059

TOP FEMALE CSPG 5K RESULTS
Place
1
2
3
4
5

Time
22:23.32
25:14.85
26:04.60
28:07.85
28:22.10

Race #
225
249
213
230
227

Div
F-U30
F4049
F5059
F-U30
F3039

For more information on run times and placement, please see www/winningtime.ca. We look forward to seeing you next year for the
25th annual; race date will be September 11, 2013. Thank you.
Mike Cardell, Race Director (mcardell@arcis.com).

Outreach Report

Dawn Hodgins, Outreach Director;
Andrew Fox, Assistant Outreach Director
Honorary Address
The 2012 edition of the annual Honorary Address entitled
“From Evolution to Exploration: Our African Journey” played
to nearly 1,100 junior high school students from both Calgary
and Canmore school boards and 528 of the general public on
November 26, 2012 at the Jubilee Auditorium. Exit interviews
with teachers and students suggested this event is a highlight of
the school year and provides a much appreciated look at what
geoscientists and related disciplines do for a living.
The two topics this year were the fascination we all have with
chasing the hydrocarbon elephant pools out of the sedimentary
jungle around the world and the fossil record of our own species
from the earliest known emergence of hominids in Africa to the
present day.
“Exploring for Elephants” was the first presentation,
delivered by Dr. Trent Rehill, VP Exploration for Kulczyk
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Oil Ventures of Calgary. He vividly described the fascination
with exploration that motivates explorationists the world
over. Trent began his career in Calgary, which then led him
(like many CSPG members) around the world. His African
career and adventures is the cross over point between the
world of petroleum exploration and the topic of hominid
origins (the topic of Dr. Ian Tattersall, Director Emeritus of
Anthropology at the American Museum of Natural History
in New York).
Dr. Tattersall explored the human hereditary tree from its
roots over three million years ago (and possibly five million)
through periods when many hominids occupied the world, to
the present day when Homo sapiens rules this planet alone. The
two talks are available on the CSPG website (under Events and
Honorary Address) for those unfortunate enough to be unable
to attend it live.
The organizing committee wishes to thank all those
who helped out with planning and executing the event, the
contributing societies and to the individuals and companies who
sponsored it.
Report of Activities

University Outreach
Committee Chair: Chad Glemser
Committee Members: Cole Webster, Melanie Klucker, Leena
Markatchev, Francis Fortin-Martin, Jane Marzetti, Garrett
Quinn and Jonathan Marshal.
Summary of Activities for CSPG University
Outreach – 2012-2013
2012-13 was another busy year for University Outreach (UO).
The UO committee provides financial support and volunteers to
each of the five major student conferences (Atlantic Universities
Geosciences Conference AUGC; Western Intra-University
Geosciences Conference WIUGC; Applied Earth Science
Research Conference AESRC; Jeux de la Géologie; and Alberta
Student Energy Conference ASEC). The committee also
coordinates the Fall and Spring Lecture Tour series, where an
industry professional volunteer visits two to five Canadian earth
science departments to give a technical talk to undergraduate and
graduate students and faculty. In addition, UO also has a presence
at the GeoConvention, awards student scholarships and student
event grants, organizes a student field trip and supports APEGA
Geoskills. Every year the UO group attempts to improve our
relationships with students and schools across Canada through
the aforementioned initiatives while also promoting the benefits
of a CSPG membership.
Lecture tours are at the heart of UO. The lecture tours
provide an excellent opportunity for students to learn from and
network with an industry professional. In the 2012-13 season,
UO supported two lecture tours given by Jean Hsieh (Talisman
Energy) and Trevor Johnson (Husky Energy) that proved to
be a success with students and faculty. Jean Hsieh, a carbonate
sedimentologist, visited University of Toronto Scarborough,
Queen’s University, University of Ottawa and Carleton in a
joint session, and McMaster University. She delivered a talk
on an Oligocene carbonate field in the Kurdish region of Iraq.
Trevor Johnson, a Sr. Staff Geoscientist in the Canadian Frontier
exploration group at Husky, took his talk to the University of
British Columbia, Simon Fraser University and the University
of Victoria. Like Jean, Trevor’s talk showcased exciting petroleum
geoscience work being done and what it meant to be a geoscientist.
His talk centered on the theme of integrating geology, physical
geography, and geophysics. Specifically, Trevor focused on how
principles and methodologies from these disciplines could be
applied together to aid in mapping depositional environments
and physical features like estuaries, lakes, and even mud volcanoes
from an offshore 3D seismic volume. Although we only sent
two lecturers in 2012-13, the Lecture Tours are an exceptional
method for the CSPG to reach-out to students across Canada
while providing a rewarding experience for the lecturers. We are
always in search of eager volunteers to go “on tour” so if you
or someone you know is interested in being a lecturer, please
contact Garrett Quinn (GQuinn@osumcorp.com) or Brett
Nwokeforo (brettnwokeforo@gmail.com).
Student Scholarships and Event Grants are another important
avenue for UO to support Canadian geoscience students.
Scholarships reward high-achieving earth science students
with aspirations to one day enter the petroleum industry while
Event Grants provide financial support to Canadian geoscience
departments for field-trips, short courses or industry networking
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events. This year Student Scholarships were awarded to Natasha
Morrison, Dalhousie University, Omar Almufti, University of
Ottawa and Kevin Bradly, McMaster University. Student Event
Grants were awarded to Queen’s University and Dalhousie
University. Queen’s University was awarded two of the CSPG
UO Event Grants. One was used to support a field-trip the
Adirondacks region (Vermont, New York and Pennsylvania) to
examine field-scale examples of reef complexes, deltas, shales and
structural styles. The second award for Queen’s University was
for their Geological Speaker Series which supported bringing a
high profile petroleum geologist and sequence stratigrapher, Dr.
Octavian Catuneanu, to the university and provide a four-hour
long workshop. Dalhousie University put the funds to hard
work supporting a field-trip to Trinidad and Tobago, led by Dr.
Grant Wach. The field course is intensive and provided practical
experience in petroleum systems development in a region with
excellent examples of compressional and extensional tectonics
and sedimentary environments through field examples, core
examination and well-log correlations. Furthermore, local
industry professionals from Petrotrin and BP were on hand to
help the students with their studies and provide an opportunity
to learn about the petroleum industry.
As you have just read, 2012-13 was a successful year
and 2013-14 promises to be evermore so. None of the above
achievements would have been possible without the hard work
and time put in by all of the UO volunteers, thank you! I would
like to acknowledge and thank the CSPG Office Staff, Directors,
ETF and members for the continued support of UO.
SIFT
Committee Co-Chairs: Meghan Speers and Taylor Olson
Committee Members: Andrew Cook, Catherine Skilliter, Dawn
Hodgins, Geoff Speers, Heather Slavinski, Ian DeWolfe, Indy
Raychaudhuri, Keith Yaxley, Matthew LeForte, Nate Kreiger,
Noel Devere-Bennett, Richard Forrester, Megan Miller, Ryan
Szol, Brett Norris, Ruben Dominguez, Kelsey Green, Jesse
Schoengut, Kristyn Adams, Gareth Hatto, Christy Brisbois,
Andy Vogan and Andrew Fox.
The 2013 edition of the CSPG SIFT program, which ran from
April 28th to May 10th, was a tremendous success. The SIFT
program had phenomenal volunteer and industry support
with over 20 committee members involved in planning
and organizing and many industry professionals providing
lectures and field trips. In addition to an outstanding
volunteer base, financial support from our industry sponsors
allows the CSPG to continue to offer this flagship program
every year. Our major industry sponsors for 2013 were:
ConocoPhillips Canada, Imperial Oil Limited, Shell Canada
Limited, Statoil, Devon Energy, MEG Energy Corporation,
Canadian Natural Resources Limited, Cenovus Energy,
Talisman Energy, Suncor Energy, Husky Energy, Encana and
Nexen. SIFT was also fortunate to receive in kind donations
by Enerplus Corp, Crescent Point Energy, Golder Associates,
University of Calgary Earth Science Department, SAIT,
RigStar Communications and ERCB Core Research Centre.
On behalf of the entire SIFT committee and the CSPG, we
want to thank all the individuals and companies for their
continued support of this incredible program.
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The CSPG SIFT 2013 committee hosted 31 university
undergraduate students nominated from geoscience programs
across Canada. These 31 budding geoscientists came to Calgary
for a two week introduction to the Canadian petroleum industry
through classroom lectures, core workshops, an exploration
game, field trips and many opportunities to talk to professionals
working in our industry. Throughout the two weeks, students
attended lectures presented by industry experts with topics
including: well logging and log interpretation, carbonate and
clastic reservoirs, sequence stratigraphy, geophysics, well
site operations, heavy oil and more. To keep up with current
activity in the industry, we also held an Environmental Talk,
Unconventional Resources and Global Energy Outlook.
In addition to the lectures, students were able to tour the
demonstration rig at SAIT and did a Behind the Scenes tour of
the Royal Tyrrell Museum in addition to the field trips, including
the legendary 4-day trip through the Rockies. A large component
of SIFT is having the students apply concepts learned on the trip
to an intense, hands on exploration game, which was completely
re-vamped by Geoff Speers this year. The game teaches students
some of the realities of the oil and gas business. Students form
eight teams (companies) and are given a small land base and
seed capital to start exploring and building their company. They
use real well log data to make interpretations of the geology and
identify “sweet spots” which they use to bid on additional land,
drill wells and structure business partnerships. At the end of the
program an experienced industry panel judges the interpretations
and success of the individual companies and awards two prizes:
the Bill Ayrton Technical Award for best geologic interpretation,
and the Larry Strong Award for best economic evaluation.
Each year, the SIFT Committee complements the two week
SIFT program with a Summer Job Program. The goal of this
component of SIFT is to place newly trained SIFT graduates
with oil and gas companies in Calgary so that they can continue
the learning experience. This year, six students found summer
positions through our Summer Job program. Each year, we
continue to look for companies willing to hire our SIFT
graduates (Keith Yaxley acts as SIFT’s company liaison). If your
company is considering one of these exceptional students, please
contact the CSPG office for more information.
Meghan and I have had the privilege of leading the SIFT
program for this past year and have greatly enjoyed this opportunity.
The 2014 Chair positions will continue under our leadership, and
pre-planning for the upcoming year has already begun. Many
thanks are owed to all the SIFT members and volunteers that have
worked on the committee over the past 35 years. The organizing
committee puts in a huge effort every year, and it is a result of
their hard work that SIFT is a continued success.
2013 Student Participants
Name

University

Veronique Gagnon

University of Ottawa

Alexa Haugen

University of McGill

Michelle Reid

Brandon University

Kevin Brady

McMaster University

Rebecca Fyfe

University of Guelph

Tim McIntyre

Lakehead University

Derek Saliba

University of Windsor
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Joshua Wisen

Saint Mary’s University

Josh Caines

Acadia University

Nicolas Garroni

University of Manitoba

Adrienne McDougall

University Of Calgary

Holly Heatherington

University of Victoria

Natasha Morrison

Dalhousie University

(vacant)

St. Francis Xavier University

Clara Laws

Queen’s University

Maryam Dzulkefli

University of Alberta

Rosalind Menzies

University of Waterloo

Carson Brown

University of Saskatchewan

Guillaume Ratthe

Université du Québec à Chicoutimi

Zachary Colbran

Mount Royal University

Jessie Brown

University of New Brunswick

Matthew Nikitczuk

Brock University

Katharin Pavan

Laurentian University

Kun Guo

University of Toronto

Jennifer Steiner

Carleton University

Marie-Christine Gosselin

Université Laval

Catherine Young

Memorial University

Justin Lutchin

Western University

Andrew Thomas

University of Regina

Audrey-Anne Fournier

Université du Québec à Montréal

Elise Harrington

Simon Fraser University

Jason James Soriano

University of British Columbia

Communications Report

Curtis Evans, Communications Director
Bulletin of Canadian Petroleum Geology
Committee Chairs: David Morrow and Burns Cheadle
Committee Members: Denise Then
The Bulletin of Canadian Petroleum Geology (BCPG),
published quarterly, is edited by two Editors-in-Chief, assisted
by a Managing Editor and twenty-four Associate Editors. Three
additional editors were appointed specifically for the 2013
CSPG Memoir 20 – “Advances in Applied Geomodeling for
Hydrocarbon Reservoirs”, which included nine papers based
on the 2011 Gussow Conference. Production of this memoir
was handled through the Editorial Management system of the
Bulletin under the guidance of Editor-in-Chief, Burns Cheadle.
All of these people work entirely as volunteers. In addition, the
CSPG pays for the services of a Managing Editor, Production
Editor, and Layout Editor. CSPG office staff ensures that each
completed issue is published on the Members Only section
of CSPG website, through GeoScience World and AAPG
Datapages, and in a number of hard copies, chiefly for libraries.
During 2012 a revised “Guidelines for Authors” for Bulletin
authors was introduced, and, to remind our readership, the
salient points are repeated here. Book Reviews will no longer
be solicited by, or published by, the Bulletin. Publication in the
Bulletin will now include three distinct series. These include
the full length BCPG Articles, and BCPG Reviews, and shorter
communications published as BCPG Explorations. Potential
authors should consult the Bulletin “Guidelines for Authors”
for more detailed information concerning the distinctions
between these Bulletin series. Short “Discussion” and “Reply”
Report of Activities

exchanges concerning published Bulletin papers will continue
to be published.
The last three published quarterly issues (March-June-Sept.
of 2013) of the Bulletin of Canadian Petroleum Geology included
ten papers, and an additional four papers will be included in
the upcoming December 2013 Bulletin issue. Altogether, the
Bulletin will have published 14 papers within this yearly cycle
of quarterly issues (not including end-matter, award citations,
etc.). The Bulletin has virtually no backlog of papers. The efforts
of all editorial and those of the CSPG office staff have helped to
return the Bulletin to on-schedule publication status. However,
some recent Bulletin issues have been published with relatively
few papers and fall short of the goal of five papers per issue that
has previously been suggested as a Bulletin milestone. It should
be noted however that papers published in Memoir 20, which
perhaps might have been published separately as Bulletin papers,
received significant assistance from Bulletin staff.
During 2013 published papers (including the in press
December 2013 issue), in regular Bulletin issues, covered a very
broad range of topics including; sedimentary basin evolution and
associated hydrocarbon and geothermal resources of Western
Canada, Triassic and Cretaceous stratigraphy and hydrocarbon
potential in Alberta, British Columbia, Yukon Territory and the
Northwest Territories, Devonian hydrocarbon source rocks in
Alberta and mineralization in Ontario, as well as Ordovician
carbonate shoal reservoir development in China. The Bulletin
remains the prime Canadian journal for Canadian, as well as
relevant international examples, of hydrocarbon-related studies
and larger scale sedimentary basin analyses.
Reservoir
Committee Chair: Hugh Mosher
Committee Members: Colin Yeo, Anne Hargreaves and
Peggy Hodgkins
The biggest change to the Reservoir in 2013 actually occurred in
December 2012 when I took over the editorial reins from long
time editor and CSPG stalwart, Ben McKenzie. It’s never easy
to replace someone who moulded and transformed such a high
profile piece of the CSPG ecosystem like the Reservoir but I
believe the transition has, overall, gone smoothly and without
too many hiccups.
As a long time reader of the Reservoir, I didn’t see the need
to drastically overhaul the layout or content of the magazine. I
have stuck to the formula that Ben so successfully started and I
believe it serves the Reservoir’s readership and the CSPG well.
From an editorial perspective, the highlight has been how
the Reservoir continues to attract a high calibre of authors who,
by their work, maintain the high quality of the articles we print.
Without these authors who volunteer their time to write, the
Reservoir would be facing an uphill battle to be sure.
So … to all the past and current authors – thanks very much
for all the hard work, and to those who might be contemplating
the writing of an article, don’t be shy – the more the merrier!
Hugh Mosher
Technical Editor, The Reservoir

2012/2013 Fiscal Year

Geological Calendar
Committee Chair: Markus Ebner
Committee Member: Mike Crawford, Hailey Doney, Bill
Marshall, Darin McBeath, Erik Parker and Mark Taylor.
2014 CSPG Geological Calendar wrap-up
Included in this month’s issue of the Reservoir, you will find
the 2014 CSPG Geological Calendar. This annual favorite is
a collection of 12 amazing geological images from around the
globe that have been contributed from our society’s members.
This year we had a total of 111 photographs submitted, so you
can imagine that it was no easy task to select the finalists.
Some highlights from next year’s calendar include James
Woods’ Ichthyosaur jaw fragment, intersected in a core
sample taken from the Montney Formation from a depth
of 3.7km – an interesting perspective and something the
committee has never seen before. Filippo Ferri captured the
large scale structures within the Toad and Liard Formations
from an aerial view in the northern Rocky Mountains, which
also took the $200 prize for Best Photograph. Dave Robinson
and Gerard Thompson both submitted atypical shots of the
striking geological landscapes from the Grand Canyon and the
snow covered Hoodoos of Bryce National Park, respectively.
On a macro scale, Danielle Kondla submitted her apparent
non-Andersonian deformation in the Trail Pluton, adjacent
to the Columbia River.
The photographs in next year’s calendar display a broad
range of great geology and photographic techniques, making
the calendar really shine. The 2014 calendar has three images
of Canadian content, one of which is also the cover shot.
This is a fantastic image of spherical sandstone concretions in
the badlands at Red Rock Coulee near Medicine Hat and it
perfectly captures the essence of the geology on the Prairies in
the winter. This year’s winner of the $200 subcategory prize of
Best International Photo was taken by Dave Hills’, with his shot
of Carboniferous Distal Fan deposits of the Ross Formation at
Ballybunnion, Ireland.
I would like to thank my partners in this project, Emma
MacPherson, our Publications Coordinator and Donna ElkowNash, our calendar graphic designer. Additionally, I would like
to thank the troupe of judges that assembled and helped to rank
all of the submitted photographs, including: Mike Crawford,
Hailey Doney, Bill Marshall, Darin McBeath, Erik Parker and
Mark Taylor.
We would like to thank the continued support of our society’s
members submitting such great photos for the competition —
even if they did not make it into the calendar, you will be seeing
some of these photos as “Photos of the Month” in upcoming
Reservoir issues. Here’s hoping that your 2014 CSPG Geological
Calendar gives you a small sense of geological wonderment as
the months pass by.
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Index of Publications
Committee Chair: Peter Hay
Committee Members: Riona Freeman, Barrie Dargie
and Lena Markatchev
The CSPG Index Committee reviews all CSPG Publications to
select keywords or subjects that are discussed in these publications.
These keywords are then input to the On-Line Index to CSPG
Publications, which is available to all through the CSPG website.
This On-line Index contains references not only to all CSPG
publications, but also to those of the predecessor Alberta Society
of Petroleum Geologists, as well as the Saskatchewan Geologic
Society, the Edmonton Geologic Society and Palaeontographica
Canadiana. Approximately 5800 papers are included, including
all Bulletin and Journal papers, Memoirs, guidebooks, Devonian
Symposia and Williston Basin guidebooks, etc. – going back to
1931. In addition, all CSPG Luncheon talks since 1994, as shown
in the monthly CSPG Reservoir, have recently been added.
Geologists wishing to research specific formations or areas or
subjects, can easily do so by accessing the CSPG website – “cspg.
org”, followed by “publications” and then “Index to Publications”.
References to individual CSPG papers can be retrieved by
selecting Keywords – defined as subjects 32 discussed at some
length – and which include geologic ages (e.g. Cretaceous,
Lower), geologic formations (e.g. Cardium or Slave Point
Fm), or areas (Calgary area, Grand Banks) or subjects, such
as hydrodynamics or source rocks or climate change. To select
keywords to be retrieved, simply type the keyword in the space
following “Subject/Author” and then hit the “Search” button.
Lists of all available keywords can also be retrieved. Authors and
NTS (National Topographic System) areas are also retrievable.
GeoConvention
Once again the CSEG, CSPG and CWLS came together to
produce an excellent convention with GeoConvention 2013:
Integration, and this year was another great success, with over
4,000 delegates enjoying parts of or the entire 5 day event.
Award
Best Geological Oral Presentation
Best Geological Poster Presentation

Best Student Geological Oral
Presentation
Honourable Mention Student Geological
Oral Presentation
Best Student Geological Poster
Presentation

With over 330 oral presentations, over 100 posters, and 18 core
displays up at the AER Core Research Centre, the 2013 technical
program had something to interest all delegates. Highlights
included the best of Gussow and SEG sessions. Congratulations
to the 2013 award winners - and awards for best geological, core
and integrated posters and papers were distributed at the CSPG
and CSEG luncheons; please congratulate the winners in person
if you are in attendance!
Al Hancock addressed delegates during Monday’s luncheon
with a keynote talk on his various feats including climbing the
highest mountains on each of the world’s seven continents and
Deborah Yedlin addressed a capacity crowd on Tuesday with a
thought-provoking talk.
Registration was another key success of Integration 2013:
as mentioned, over 4,000 delegates took part in this year’s
event, but this included over 2,500 paying delegates, as well as
over 600 attendees who took advantage of the advance sale of
complimentary exhibit floor passes. Returning events like the
Challenge Bowl, as well as the new Student Travel Assistance
Program and Industry/Student Luncheon continue to ensure an
increase in student attendance at the convention.
In addition to registration, the two other main revenue
streams of the convention are exhibits and sponsorship. Thanks
to the hard work of both these committees, budget numbers
were exceeded in both these areas. The exhibit floor was sold
out this year, with a waiting list of companies eager to attend
in the future. Foot traffic was increased by bringing bars and
food stations into greater prominence on the floor, and creating
more of an event out of the evening receptions which took
place Monday and Tuesday night. The Sponsorship Committee
worked to develop new opportunities to better fit the needs of our
industry partners, and expanded the advertising opportunities
available.
Our thanks to the hundreds of volunteers, from all three
societies, that give their time year-round to ensure the success of
this event. The convention would not be a success without their
hard work and dedication. See you next year for GeoConvention
2014: FOCUS, May 12 – 16!

Recipient
Leanne Pyle, Len Gal and
Kathryn Fiess
Joanna Czarnecki, Andrew La Croix
and Shahin Dashtgard

Dallin Laycock, Per Pedersen and
Ron Spencer
Adam Montgomery, Shahin
Dashtgard, James MacEachern,
Bruce Ainsworth and Liam Ricci
Lynsey McKinnon and Rudi Meyer

Honourable Mention Student Geological Marcelina Labaj and Brian Pratt
Poster Presentation
Best Geophysical Oral Presentation
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Loren Zeigler, Kelsey Schiltz and
David Gray

Title of Presentation
Correlation of Devonian Horn River Group in Mackenzie
Plain, Central Mackenzie Corridor, NWT
A Comparison of the Sedimentological, Ichnological,
Palynological and Geochemical Characteristics of
Channel-Margin Sediments acorss the Tidal-Fluvial
Transition of the Lower Fraser River, British Columbia
Mineralogical Variations in Mudstone Dominated
Clinoforms, Central Alberta, Canada
Paleo-Environmental Interpretation and Depositional
Process Classification of Allomembers D and E Lower
Horseshoe Canyon Formation, Alberta
Timing and Mode of Origin of Calcareous Concretions in
the Lower Cretaceous Ben Nevis Formation, White Rose
Field, Jeanne d’Arc Basin, offshore Newfoundland
Sedimentary Facies and Depositional Evolution of the
Middle/Late Cambrian Inner and Mid-Shelf Setting of
Southeastern Arizona
Modeling and Mapping SAGD Steam Chamber Evolution
in a Heavy Oil Reservoir using 4D-3C Seismic
Report of Activities

Honourable Mention Geophysical Oral
Presentation
Best Geophysical Poster Presentation

Helen Isaac, Gary Margrave, Monika
Deviat and Pam Nagarajappa

Honourable Mention Student
Geophysical Oral Presentation

Kelsey Schiltz, Loren Zeigler and
David Gray

Best Student Geophysical Poster
Presentation
Honourable Mention Student
Geophysical Poster Presentation

Judith Chan and Douglas Schmitt

Best Petrophysical Oral Presentation

Jeff Taylor and Yeny Cortes

Best Petrophysical Poster Presentation

Gemma Hildred, Jennifer Kharrazi,
Nahysa Martinez-Kulikowski and
David Spain
A.J. MacNeil, J. Russel-Houston and
K.A. Gray

Best Core Presentation

Steven Kim and Kris Innanen

Best Student Petrophysical Oral
Presentation
Honourable Mention Student
Petrophysical Oral Presentation

N.A. Solano, C.R. Clarkson, F.F. Krause
and A. Kantzas
Faisal Alreshedan and Apostolos
Kantzas

Best Student Core Presentation

Jacqueline Colborne, Marc Bustin,
Gerry Reinson and Nathan Bruder

Best Integrated Oral Presentation

Darryl Parry and Laura Martin

Best Student Integrated Poster
Presentation

N. Marcano, S. Larter, L. Snowdon and
B. Bennett

Analysis of the Low Frequency Content of Seismic Data
Acquired During an Experiment at Hussar, Alberta,
Canada
Reservoir Characterization of a Steam-Assisted Gravity
Drainage (SAGD) Heavy Oil Project, Athabasca Oil Sands,
Alberta
Integration of Seismic and Log Data of a Deep Borehole
in the Basement Rocks of Northeastern Alberta
Exact, Linear and Nonlinear AVO in terms of Poroelastic
Parameters
The Use of XRF as a Petrophysical Tool in Exploration and
Development
Applications of Inorganic Whole Rock Geochemistry to
Shale Resource Plays: A Haynesville Shale Case Study
Recognizing Potential in the Bitumen Saturated
Dolostones of the Upper Devonian Nisku Formation
Through Comparison with the Grosmont Formation
Microlithofacies Analysis within Cardium Tight-oil
Intervals
The Impact of Pore Structure and Geometry on
Petrophysical and Electrical Properties Estimation for
Conventional and Tight Porous Media
Depositional and Diagenetic Controls on Reservoir
Development, Big Valley Formation (“Alberta Bakken”),
Tight Oil Play, Southern Alberta
Data Serendipity While Mapping Quaternary Channels in
the MacKay River Area
An Overview of the Origin, Pathways and Controls of
H2S Production during Thermal Recovery Operations of
Heavy and Extra-Heavy Oil

ETF
CSPG Trustees: Roger Hume (Chair), Simon Haynes, Dawn
Hodgins, Kirk Osadetz, Kyla Poelzer, Robin Mann, Stan
Lavender, Steve Dryer and Brett Norris.
The CSPG Educational Trust Fund (ETF) exists for the purpose
of supporting and funding petroleum geology education in the
community at large. We currently have assets of $ 1.5 million,
which is an increase of 20.62% compared to this time last year. This
increase will allow us to expand our program support, as required
by the CRA, to $48,915 compared to $43,158 in the last financial
year ended August 31, 2013. At the time of writing, not all of these
monies have been allocated to existing education programs; there is
still some time for support of new and worthy programs.
The contribution of many individuals, through their time
commitments or financial donations to the ETF, is greatly
appreciated, as are the contributions of our corporate sponsors.
The Trustees have the objective of building the Fund and
enhancing the significance and understanding of our profession
in harmony with the longer term objectives of the CSPG, which
is the leading advocate for petroleum geoscience education in
Canada. The Trustees welcome the feedback of the CSPG
membership to help us achieve our goals.
2012/2013 Fiscal Year

For the fiscal year 2012-2013, the ETF funded $24,000,
of which donations were made through the CSPG to support
the following: Honorary Address, CSPG University Outreach
programs, Geoskills and SIFT. During the year, CSPG
collected donations on behalf of the ETF in the amount of
$10,169.
In order to create efficiencies and improve the service that
the ETF provides, the following committees of the Trustees
were established in the last financial year:
1.	Awards Committee, to review and recommend funding
applications to the Trustees.
2.	Finance and Audit Committee, to receive and report on the
ETF’s financials.
3.	Development Committee, to create a long term growth
strategy for the Trust.
4.	Investment Committee, to oversee the ETF’s assets.
By putting the more routine business outside of the monthly
Trustees meetings and into committees, we have created a
more time efficient, creative and enjoyable meeting process for
the Trustees and CSPG staff, which should continue to show
tangible results in the coming year.
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